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ABSTRACT 

Identifying DDOS attacks has become more important task in network management and security where the immune system 

has responsibility of securing services and data available in the network. We propose a service oriented multi model (SOM) 

network inference model for identifying DDoS attacks, which consist of several phases. The SOM network inference model 

provides the solution for variety of services. Unlike other methodology available, the proposed model uses various metrics 

at various levels and combines the earlier models at required stages of identification process. The proposed model maintains 

the log trace where the features of packets are kept stored which are already received. The proposed approach extracts 

various features like ttl, payload, hop count, addresses, time, service details. Using those logs, the proposed approach splits 

them into time domain values for each of the distinct services available. The model maintains the protocol of services 

available and based on that the service access history according to each time window is split into different numbers, from 

which the flow approximation is computed using previous access history. Based on the results of time orient and flow 

approximation, the proposed model infers the packet signature. The proposed model produces efficient results and reduces 

the time complexity. 
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Introduction 

 

Modern communication and information systems have become more sophisticated due to 

increased solution. The organizations maintain their valuable resources at different locations of 

their network and in many computers. Also, there are service providers who provide services 

through which the user can access the required data to complete his task. Even though the service 

provider has security measures to access the service, even the genuine user initiates some 

malformed request to the service with the intention to degrade the service quality. Not only the 

service but also the channel gets disturbed due to some malicious users. 

 

Generally, there are varieties of network attacks which can be of flow based network attack   or 

connection based network attacks. In the case of flow based network attack the intruders tends to 

attack the channel capacity so that he floods enormous amount of packets to the channel. 

Similarly, in case of connection based attacks, the malicious user tends to attack the service 

throughput or network throughput. In the second case, a malicious user might hold number of 

connection for particular time without passing any information on that and the connection will be 

presented simply idle.  In both the cases, the network and its services are getting affected hugely, 

which has to be avoided to improve the network performance.  There are solutions for both, but 

the method focuses on any one of them, but only few solutions are there to handle both but 

misses various features of the request. 

 

The service oriented architecture is one where the security measures are focused to secure the 

service from variety of attacks raised through the network. Generally the DDoS attacks are 
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focused toward a service point and with the intention to degrade the service quality. Our ultimate 

aim is to identify such attacks in wide spectrum to support network performance.  

 

There are various methods has been discussed and available, but most of them suffers with the 

efficiency of DDoS detection. Some models uses only the hop details to identify the malicious 

user, some may use packet information to decide the packet status. All of them have problem 

with identifying the genuine packet from other packets. The inference model is one, which infers 

some conclusion using available history of records, packet signature, service details. 

 

  

Literature Review 

There exist various approaches for distributed denial of service detection and we discuss few of 

them here with the problem identified. 

 

Haldar, N.A.H (2012) proposed an  activity pattern for host based intrusion detection system [1], 

presents a wireless intrusion detection device that uses pattern recognition techniques to model 

authenticated users' usage habits and uses it to detect intrusions. The proposed intrusion detection 

system's main concept is to distinguish discriminative features from user activity data and use 

them to detect intrusions in wireless networks. The detection module employs the PCA technique 

to collect statistical variables of interest and compares them to thresholds obtained from user 

activity data. An alarm is triggered when the variables surpass the predicted thresholds, signalling 

a potential network intrusion. The proposed system is unique in that it has a light-weight 

architecture that needs fewer computing and memory resources and can be used in a real-time 

environment.  

 

Yamini (2014) developed a method for Detecting DDOS Attacks by Circular Protection Network 

[2] , which tackles the DDos attack issue by using a firecol whose core is made up of a ring of 

Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS), which defends by exchanging only a specific traffic. They 

also discuss DDoS attacks and present the circular security network's theoretical foundation, 

design, and algorithms. Intrusion prevention systems (IPSs) at the Internet service provider (ISP) 

level make up the heart. By exchanging selected traffic information, the IPSs form virtual 

security rings around the hosts to defend and collaborate. 

 

Sridevi R (2012) suggested a Genetic algorithm and artificial immune systems [3], which is a 

new type of network security protection technology that can be used as a countermeasure to 

maintain data integrity and device availability in the event of an attack.An optimal IDS 

framework should be able to evolve over time in order to detect both known and unknown 

attacks. Algorithms involving Genetic Engineering and Immune Systems are known to evolve 

and learn from small examples. They proposed to investigate the efficacy of genetic search 

methods for feature selection and Immune system to classify threats and non threats. 

 

JunyuanShen(2011)[4]  proposed a Network intrusion detection based on artificial immune 

system. This approach uses genetic algorithm to generate detector which is then used to detect 

anomalous behaviour in the network. For the detection procedure, the Minkowski distance 

function is compared to the Euclidean distance. It has been shown that the Minkowski distance 

produces better results than the Euclidean distance, and that it can produce excellent results in 
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less time. The overall average detection rate is 81.74 percent, compared to 77.44 percent when 

using the Euclidean distance. 

 

 N.V. Poornima (2014) proposes Adaptive Discriminating Detection for DDoS Attacks from 

Flash Crowds Using Flow Correlation Coefficient with Collective Feedback [5], There are two 

steps to this process of concentrating flash crowd and DDoS. First, using the Flash Crowd 

Detection Algorithm, distinguish normal traffic from flash crowd. Second, we must use the Flow 

Correlation Coefficient to distinguish between flash crowd and DDoS. (FCC). The proposed 

Adaptive discrimination algorithm is used to detect the DDoS from the flash crowd event using 

this FCC value. A sequential detection and packing algorithm was used to detect and filter out the 

attacked packets. We can increase the accuracy of filtering the attacked packets and reduce the 

amount of time it takes by using the algorithms described above. 

 

Live Baiting for   Service-Level DoS Attackers by Khattab et.al (2008) [6], is discussed in the 

aim of identifying defective members of the group. The live baiting is used to detect intruders 

using minimal state overhead without any models for neither legitimate behaviour nor anomalous 

behaviour. The amount of state required for live baiting is proportional to the number of attackers 

rather than the number of clients. This cost-cutting enables live baiting to expand to large-scale 

networks of millions of users. 

 

Thai et.al [7] (2008) proposed a detection technique for identifying  malicious Users Using Group 

Testing Techniques [38], discusses a theoretical model to provide security over service orient 

architecture. The proposed size constraint group testing (SCGT) works based on the size of the 

network and they discuss various approaches for different network scenarios. 

 

JunhoChoi(2014) [8], framed a DDoS attack detection technique  in cloud computing 

environment by making use of HTTP packet pattern and rule engine.For fast attack detection in a 

cloud computing environment, the DDoS attack detection technique proposes a method of 

integrating HTTP GET flooding among Distributed Denial-of-Service attacks and Map Reduce 

processing. Furthermore, experiments on processing time were carried out to compare the results 

with a pattern detection of attack features using Snort detection based on HTTP packet patterns 

and log data from a web server.  

 

All the above discussed methods have the problem of time complexity and need proactive 

information and produce less efficiency in intrusion detection. We propose a multi model 

approach for detecting DDoS attacks which will enhance the network security. 

 

Methodology 

 

We propose a service oriented multi model network inference system to identify the DDoS 

attacks, the proposed approach has three functional modules  namely:  

 Packet Tracing 

 Service Oriented Analysis  

 DDoS attack detection.  
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Figure.1 Proposed System Architecture. 

 

Packet Tracing: 

The packet which is entering  the network is captured and the features information of the packet 

are extracted. The proposed method extract the following features from the incoming packet like 

TTL, PayLoad, Time, Source ip address, Destination ip address, Source Port value, Destination 

Port value, Hop Count, Hop Addresses, service Name, Service Id. From extracted features , a 

vector is constructed to be stored in the log trace. The proposed approach maintains two different 

logs as genuiness and malicious. The extracted feature will be given to the SOA for performing 

DDoS attack. 

 

Algorithm: 
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Service Oriented Analysis: 

At this stage , the extracted features are used to identify whether the packet received is malicious 

or genuiness. The SOA retrieves the previous logs generated by system and splits them into 

different groups based on available services. There exists many services in the network and the 

logs of distinct services are grouped separately. The overall time window is split into number of 

windows of small size and based on the time window the logs of service groups are split into sub 

groups. Now we have small set of service groups where each has logs of distinct service. First we 

identify the service to which the packet is belongs and we separate the logs from others. Second 

we perform time orient analysis on the logs of specific service, with the flow approximation. We 

compute the service access weight of the packet using which further DDoS detection will be 

performed. 

 

Pseudo Code: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The total number of channel access is computed using the following equation. 

Tca =   𝑁𝑙(𝑇𝑤
𝑖=𝑁

𝑖=0 I, Haddress) ------------ (1). 

 The channel access rate can be computed using the equation (2): 

 CAR = 
ΣTca

𝛴𝑁𝑙(𝑇𝑤𝑖 ,𝐴𝑙𝑙  𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠 )×Ø
×
𝑇𝐻𝐶

𝑇𝑐𝑎
 ----------- (2). 

 

Denial of Service Attack Detection 

The DDoS attack detection is performed based on computed values of service access rate and 

channel access rate. With the malicious and genuiness history we compute the Service Denial 

factor which show the genuiness value using which we can infer that the packet received is 

Input: Raw Packet Rp. 

Output: Feature vector v. 

step1: IP Packet ipp = convert raw packet into ip packet. 

step2: extract source ip, destination ip, source port, destination port, ttl values. 

step3: extract hop count, hop addresses from communication header. 

step4: Identify service id, service name. 

step5: construct feature vector v = {Sip, Dip, Sport, Dport, Ttl, Haddrs, HopCount, 

ServiceID, Service Name}. 

Step6:stop. 

Input: Feature vector v, Network Trace Nl. 

Output: Service Access Rate  SAR, Channel Access Rate CAR. 

step1: for each time window Tw 

  Compute Total Number of service Accessed. 

Compute service access rate using number of all services accessed from the hop and 

hop counts.   

 end. 

Step2: For each time window 

  Compute total number of channel access.   

Compute channel access rate 

 end. 

Step3: stop. 
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genuine or not.  With the malicious history , we compare the pattern of feature and looks for the 

match to be found. We compute service denial factor for the packet received for the same source 

address. We collect all the malicious traces and identify the hop address and their pattern the we 

match with the pattern followed by the source packet. Based on that we compute the service 

denial factor and then based on pre computed access rates the final inference will be taken.  

 

Algorithm: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SHa=   𝐻𝑜𝑝𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑟 𝐻𝑖 ∈ 𝑣 𝐻𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑟 
𝑁

𝑗=0
 ----------------------- (3). 

Hsv = 
𝑆𝐻𝑎

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟  𝑜𝑓  𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠  𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑  𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚  𝐻𝑜𝑝  𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠
-------------------(4). 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

The service oriented Multi model network inference model has generated good results. Unlike 

other immune systems, the proposed framework uses a service-oriented approach to counter both 

connection and packet-based attacks. We compute the service access rate and channel access rate 

for the packet being received and its hop from where the packet has been originated. Also we 

compute the hop similarity value for the packet being received with the trace list and finally we 

conclude the packet based on the thresholds used for access rate and hop similarity. As a result, 

the proposed method has a high success rate in detecting malicious packets and lowering the 

attack rate. 

Input: Malicious History Mh, Packet Feature v, SAR,CAR 

Output: Boolean service-flag. 

step1: for each history Hi from Mh 

  compute total Hops addresses matched  using equation (3). 

 end 

Step2: compute Hop similarity value Hsv using equation (4). 

Step3: Compute Access Rate using service access rate and channel access rate. 

Step4: if AR<ATh and Hsv<HTh then 

  return true. 

 else 

  Generate log in data base. 

  return false. 

 end 
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Figure.2: The packet features extracted from the received packet 

 

Figure 2 shows the packet details extracted from the received packets through the gateway of the 

network. It is clearly visible that all the features mentioned in the paper have been extracted for 

the detection of genuiness of packet.  The details displayed in the form has various parameters 

and the protocol name shows the service accessed and the payload details shows the payload 

details of the packet received. The source ip and destination ip values in the form shows the 

source address and destination address of the packet received.                                 

 
Figure.3: The result of proposed approach. 
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 The figure 3 shows the details of packets concluded as malicious packets. We have 

computed the inference weight for all the distinct nodes of the network and the details are 

furnished clearly. 

 
Figure.4 Snapshot of network trace. 

 

The figure 4 shows the network trace produced by the proposed method. It shows clearly that the 

proposed approach has extracted all the features of the packet and produced the trace to support 

intrusion detection. 

 

 
Figure.5: The frequency of detection of malicious packet. 
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Figure 5 depicts the proposed system's performance in detecting malicious packets, and if 100 

malicious packets arrive on time, the graph depicts the frequency of malicious packet detection. 

When compared to other host-based and activity pattern-based intrusion detection systems, it is 

apparent that the proposed system detects more malicious packets. 

 

 

 
Figure.6: The time complexity of the proposed system. 

 

Figure 6 compares the proposed system's time complexity to that of other methodologies. It 

clearly shows that the proposed system, when compared to other approaches for various numbers 

of packets, takes very little time. The other approaches take longer time to evaluate and detect the 

intrusion for a given number of packets than the proposed system. 
 

Conclusion 

 

The proposed service oriented Multi model network inference model compute the service access 

rate and channel access rate for the packet being received and its hop from where the packet has 

been originated. Also we compute the hop similarity value for the packet being received with the 

trace list and finally we conclude the packet based on the thresholds used for access rate and hop 

similarity. The proposed system has better approach for detecting malicious packets which in turn 

reduces the attacking rate. 
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